Abstract. We propose a parallel ray-tracing technique to visualize signed distance fields generated from triangular meshes based on NVIDIA OptiX. Our method visualizes signed distance fields with various distance offset values at interactive rates (2-12 fps). Our method utilizes a parallel kd-tree implementation to query the nearest triangle and the sphere tracing method to visualize the implicit surface.
Introduction
Signed distance fields (SDFs) have many applications for geometry processing [1, 2] . In particular, as depth sensors -including Microsoft Kinect, ASUS Xtion, and PrimeSense Carmine -proliferate into various areas like three-dimensional geometry scanning [3] , researchers need faster and more accurate ways to calculate and visualize signed distance fields.
One of common signed distance fields generation approaches is to generate from easily available triangle meshes. Some recent geometry processing techniques require more accurate distance fields even with higher distance offset values [4] . Unfortunately, polygonization methods like marching cube method [5] cannot visualize subtle but important details on offset surfaces with non-zero offset values. However, as a more accurate visualization method, the ray-tracing technique for implicit surfaces [6] consumes lot more computation resources. To accelerate the ray tracing process, many techniques have been proposed. Among those methods, NVIDIA's OptiX [7] realizes real-time ray-tracing for many applications based on parallel GPU operations with CUDA [8] .
OptiX provides real-time ray-tracing performance to visualize triangular meshes. However, visualizing implicit surfaces based on meshes -including the signed distance fields and implicit surfaces based on the integral moving least squares method [1] -demand more complex operations than common triangular meshes.
We present an interactive technique to visualize signed distance fields generated from triangular meshes with OptiX and Qt [9] . Our method visualizes the signed distance fields with various distance offsets at interactive rates (2-12 fps) even with animated background and object.
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Implementation
We implemented a parallel kd-tree based on NVIDIA CUDA according to our previous research [11] to search the nearest triangle from the query position. The nearest neighbor searching function works as an implicit surface for ray-tracing. Our graphic user interface (GUI) codes rely on the Qt framework [9] . Qt has unique approaches to implement OpenGL libraries: For example, we cannot use the GLUT or GLEW libraries with Qt 5 so that we needed additional measures. See [14] for details. The mechanisms to ray-trace triangular meshes and implicit surfaces generated from triangular meshes differ in many respects. Since the OptiX is basically suitable to ray-trace meshes, we need an extra method for implicit surfaces including signed distance fields. To this aim, we have chosen the sphere tracing method [6] . Fig. 1 shows ray-traced results for various triangle meshes from our method. We have implemented our method based on the Julia example [7] , which is one of NVIDIA OptiX sample codes. We have chosen this Julia sample code to measure the efficiency of our approach in an interactive ray tracing environment because this sample code renders both implicit surface and extra moving objects (a moving reflective ball and many animated boxes as background. See Fig. 1 and 2) . Table 1 lists number of frames per second (fps) for the triangle meshes. We can see that meshes with more triangle faces tend to cause less frames per second in general.
Results

Frames per Second for Various Mesh Models
However, this tendency is not always true for more complex meshes like the Star model in our experiment: the Star model has only 80 triangles but its frames per second is 0.88, which is the worst among our test meshes. We have found that the efficiency in finding nearest neighbor degenerates because the Star model is a nonmanifold mesh.
Conclusion
As we can see in Table 1 , our parallel implementation visualizes signed distance fields at 2-12 fps. Since our method keeps evaluating the kd-tree to find the nearest triangles from query positions, we still need to optimize the parallel operations. For this purpose, we believe an optimal spatial hierarchical data structure will improve the parallel performance. In the near future, we plan to expand our primitive tree structure [4] into parallel scheme to enhance the proposed method.
